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We chose our intriguing topic because we thought it was very interesting. Originally we

were going to do a website on the scary and deadly events of the eleventh of September 2001 and

we started to research that, but we realized that was way too depressing, scary, and sad. Anyway,

we were way more interested in the American Revolution. The topic relates to the annual theme

because the 13 American colonies relied on communication before, after, and during the war.

During the revolution there were many interesting, weird, and intriguing ways that the Anericans

communicated to the other colonies and the mighty British Empire.

We started to get some basic information from Gale and World Book Online and found

some cool websites. Then we started looking, researching, and  finding information on Google;

we also found  many interesting  websites there too.

We chose the website because it sounded the most fun and with the amount of time we

had it seemed the easiest to get done. Flint did the page on the bloody Boston Massacre and the

page on the disruptive  Boston Tea Party. Zane did the page on Common Sense by Thomas Paine

and also  the page on Colonial Newspapers. Otis did the page on the Declaration of

Independence.

In our research we discovered that the Americas used communication to realize that they

needed to succeed from the British Empire and become their very own country, they also used

communication to fight against the British Empire. The colonists also used some other ways to

get King George the thirds attention.

These events are very important because they helped the original American colonies win

over the British Empire and win the whole American Revolution. These events were very

significant because they helped the patriots create the beautiful country that we are living in right

this second.



After regionals, we made a few adjustments to our website. We made a new page about

how the British communicated and reacted to the colonists. We made it so it would have a

different perspective on the war.
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